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A 3D production pipeline for special effects in TV and film
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ABSTRACT
This contribution describes techniques for 3D modelling and sensing of dynamic studio scenes and different
visualisation techniques for the production of special effects in an improved production pipeline. The main
concept of this new production pipeline is the use of a shared 3D database that is used and edited through
the different production stages. The benefit of this concept was demonstrated during different phases of an
experimental production. In particular during the on-set phase, the system provides visualisation tools including
a pre-view of the composed programme for the director or an immersive feedback system for the actor. The
immersive feedback is implemented using view-dependent projection onto a special retro-reflective chroma-keying
cloth and does not interfere with the shape capturing sub-system. Finally the generated dynamic 3D models were
used in post-production to achieve new effects, like full optical integration of real actors with virtual backgrounds
(shadow casting and reception) and fully free selectable camera viewpoint.
Keywords: 3D reconstruction, special effects, Film and TV production, mixed reality, on-set visualisation

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of computer graphics (CG) in TV- and film productions is increasingly popular today. It allows the
creation of special effects in feature movies, visualisation of facts in scientific programmes and many other
applications. The production costs of programmes that involve CG are still relatively high. In particular they
quite often bear high risks in the case something goes wrong in the production chain. A typical example would
be a computer generated character that can not be integrated into real film footage, because the camera angle
or the positions of (real) actors were wrong in the real camera images.
This paper describes a new production flow for the generation of special effects in TV- and film production.
This production flow makes use of the 3D domain in all stages of the programme production. Further it describes:
The 3D reconstruction techniques and visualisation techniques developed in the IST-ORIGAMI project. 1, 2

1.1. Current practice
The production of any TV or film programmes that involve high-end CG special effects usually has three technical
phases:
In the planning phase the conceptional ideas, usually laid down in a storyboard are transformed into a script
together with a list of scenes and technical instructions how to obtain these.
In the on-set phase the filming takes place according to the script.
In the post-production phase the virtual content is integrated with the camera footage and the single scenes
are edited to the final programme.
Previously in conventional productions (fig. 1) the 3D content was only used at the post-production stage
and the virtual content was thus only visible after all studio recording was completed. On the real set the actors
and the director and camera operators usually had only simple visual cues, like a mark on the floor where the
virtual characters or objects should appear.
One significant problem that often occurs is that the camera framing is wrong at this stage. For example,
this might happen if a virtual character is walking side by side with a real actor and because the camera operator
cannot see the virtual one he might not leave enough space in the image frame. It is then difficult or impossible
to integrate the virtual scene objects in post-production.
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Figure 1. Conventional production work flow.

Another problem commonly found is the ‘eye-line’ problem. This means the actor is not looking exactly
towards the virtual object, because it is not visible for him at this stage. This is very disturbing in the final
programme, because human observers are very good in guessing the viewing direction of other people.
Bi-directional interactions between moving real and virtual characters are even harder to achieve, because
they require an appropriate feedback of the virtual world to the actor and in some cases also feedback from the
real to the virtual world.
In the worst case the filming on set has to be repeated, as indicated with the dotted path in fig. 1. Since this
is very expensive the industry is aiming to avoid this.

1.2. Related work
In the EU-funded project IST-ORIGAMI1, 2 several techniques have been developed that allow the capture of
3D content for the production of special effects. This paper focuses on a review of the techniques used in the
studio production phase.
Visualisation in the studio is an increasingly important problem. For the director, camera operators and actors
there is a strong need to have an on-set pre-visualisation of the composited scene. This has been addressed in
the past by using virtual studio techniques to get the composited scene on a studio monitor. 3 Unfortunately
the actor still has the problem of looking into empty space. Hence synchronisation, particularly of the eye-lines
with a moving virtual object is a major problem.
An approach to provide the actor or presenter with a visual cue of objects in a virtual set is described in. 4
The system projects an outline of virtual objects onto the floor and walls. However, this method is restricted to
show only the point of intersection of the virtual objects with the particular floor or wall. That means a virtual
actor in the scene would only be visualised as footprints and the eye-line problem persists.
Systems that do provide the required functionality are projection-based VR (virtual reality) systems, like
the CAVE.5 The main application of these systems is to provide an immersive, collaborative environment.
Therefore, a CAVE system tracks the position of the viewer’s head and computes an image for that particular
view-point, which is then projected onto a large screen forming one wall of the environment.
Although such collaborative projection-based VR systems would probably provide a good immersive feedback
for an actor, they are not designed to create 3D models of the person. The main problem with the integration of
a 3D capturing component into a CAVE-like system is that there should not be any interference between both
sub-systems. A concept to integrate 3D capturing into a CAVE-like system was proposed in the blue-c system. 6
This system uses back-projection onto a special screen that can be switched in three cycles between transparent
and opaque modes. In the transparent mode images are taken in parallel from several cameras. In the opaque

mode a projector is projecting time multiplexed images for both eyes in order to give a stereo cue. The user has
to wear shutter glasses, that separate the images for both eyes. For the 3D reconstruction an approach similar
to7 based on difference keying is proposed.
Since shutter glasses would be visible in the final programme we proposed a less space occupying front
projection system with a mono-scopic queue, i.e. no needs for auxiliary devices. Our system is based on a special
retro-flective cloth,8 that allows the actor to see the projected images, while the camera is equipped with a ring
of blue LEDs. The light from the LEDs is reflected back to the camera and allows a robust chroma key. Section
3.1 gives more details on this technique.
For the generation of 3D models different techniques were developed by the ORIGAMI project 1 : For the
generation of background models a structure-from-motion technique with plenoptic rendering was implemented.
For single objects a level-set method was proposed. Alternatively manual creation with a 3D modelling package
could be used.
The modelling of dynamic actors is described in the next section. It builds up on our work in 8, 9 based on a
visual hull reconstruction from a multi-camera system.
In section 3 a new 3D processing pipeline is described that makes use of the 3D data from various authoring
tools, including the dynamic models from the studio in a shared 3D database.

2. 3D MODELLING AND SENSING OF DYNAMIC OBJECTS
This section describes 3D modelling and sensing techniques for dynamic scenes in a studio with a multi-camera
system that currently uses up to 12 cameras.
3D dynamic models are used at different qualities for on-set pre-visualisation and the final programme: For
the on-set work a real-time visualisation is needed, but the visual quality does not have to be perfect, since it is
only a means to allow the director to decide on positions etc. For the final programme the aim is to achieve the
best visual quality for 3D models, but since it is an offline process more computation time can be used.
This section outlines briefly the methods implemented for 3D reconstruction, texture mapping and sensing
the actor’s head position and possible collisions with virtual objects.

2.1. Visual hull computation
The visual hull computation or shape-from-silhouette is a popular technique that gives relatively computationally
fast and robust results.10–12
The approach requires a set of silhouette images from calibrated cameras. A silhouette image is a binary
image where each pixel indicates whether this pixel belongs to the object or not. The silhouette information
can be determined by any suitable segmentation process. In most cases this is done using chroma-keying or
difference keying. In our studio system we are using chroma-keying with a special retro-reflective cloth and
cameras equipped with a ring of blue LEDs. The light of the LEDs is reflected back by the special cloth and
gives a saturated blue coloured background∗ .
The 3D shape reconstruction can be formulated as the intersection of generalised cones of the silhouette
images. A generalised cone is the union of visual rays from all silhouette points of a particular image. This
intersection gives only an approximation of the real object shape and is called the visual hull. In particular
concavities cannot be modelled with this method, but for human beings this restriction can be tolerated.
For the computation of the visual hull many algorithms have been published, e.g. 10–13 These approaches
solve the problem in a volumetric space representation. The most common of these representations is to subdivide a 3D box in euclidian 3-space into a set of voxels of discrete size. In order to save memory these are often
represented as octrees10, 11 or are run-length encoded.12 An overview of volumetric reconstruction can be found
in.14
For the use of the 3D reconstruction, e.g. in a computer graphic application, a surface description (usually a
polygonal mesh) has to be generated. An algorithm often used is the marching cubes algorithm 15 which creates
∗

The cloth is commercially available under the name ChromatteTM from Reflecmedia.

an iso-surface of a volumetric data set. The marching cubes algorithm is quite robust and fast. Since the
shape-from-silhouette methods mentioned compute binary voxels, the 3D surfaces generated from those using
the marching cubes algorithm are very noisy. This noise is introduced due to the spatial discretisation of the
volumetric representations.
We proposed two approaches to improve the computation of the visual hull of objects, by: a) a line-segmentbased representation16 and b) super-sampled octree representation.9 The line-based approach is very fast and
is therefore used in our real-time implementation.
For the off-line version we developed an octree-representation and a new super-sampling, that gives smooth
3D surfaces that can be used to generate video sequences. This approach reduces the sampling error that would
otherwise be caused by a conventional volumetric reconstruction and the use of the marching-cubes algorithm
for the generation of a surface model. The approach extends the accuracy of the volumetric shape reconstruction
by super-sampling without increasing the number of triangles in the 3D model: The leaf nodes of an octree
are further subdivided and the value of the original node is replaced by a counter of the number of sub-nodes
that are found as belonging to the object. This value is then used in a standard marching cubes algorithm to
compute a smoother 3D surface. Further we are applying Gaussian smoothing to the 3D models in order to
suppress temporal artefacts that would be visible in a synthesised video sequence. The result section shows an
example of this approach.

2.2. Texture mapping
The texture mapping uses a directional mapping. For the real-time version the camera closest to the virtual
camera is selected as a source for the texture map.
For the high quality rendering in post-production up to three cameras are used and blended.

2.3. Scene sensing
The calibrated multi-camera system allows image-based sensing of various parameters related to the actors in
the studio:
The head position of actors is computed with a fast template matching filter in 3D space. 8 The filter works
on the volumetric data. The resulting head position is used to drive the view-dependent projection, that is
described in the next section.
A fast collision detection is also computed in the volumetric domain and checks whether the actor intersects
with a virtual object. This can be used to precisely trigger pre-defined animations.
Both sensing methods are implemented in the studio system and are available as a service. Other modules can
receive the information and it is possible to build up complex interactions between real actors and autonomous
virtual actors.

3. A 3D PRODUCTION PIPELINE
One of the main weaknesses of the conventional production flow, as described earlier, is that the 3D data is first
incorporated in the post-production phase. The work flow depicted in fig. 2 is based on a shared 3D data set.
In the planning phase the 3D data set consists of a (static) 3D model of the scenery. This model can be
created by image-based methods, as developed by the ORIGAMI project2 or manually with a 3D modelling
package. The director is defining the action and the camera framing for each shot in this phase. The positions of
actors can be marked by 3D place holders (generic human model) or simulated by an avatar animation package
as proposed in.1
Since a 3D model of the set is already present at this stage the 3D animators can create a first draft of the
proposed 3D animation with the virtual characters, or place (static) virtual objects depending on the programme.
The resulting 3D animations can be rough at this stage, i.e. they do not provide final quality, because they might
be updated in the on-set or post-production phase.
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Figure 2. New production work flow involves access to 3D data in each production phase.

3.1. On-set phase in the studio
The 3D data database (including animations) from the planning phase is used and altered in the studio. The
background models and the prepared animations are used for pre-visualisation. Two kinds of pre-visualisation
modules are implemented in the ORIGAMI studio system:
• In the director’s view the background scenery, the 3D animation and a preview-quality dynamic 3D model
of the actor is rendered onto a monitor as a preview of the final composited programme. This preview
enables the director to decide on the exact positions of actors and (virtual or real) props † . That means the
data set from the planning will be refined and edited during this stage.
• The actor feedback is a view-dependent projection onto the walls and floor of the studio. It allows the
actor to interact with the virtual world.
The dynamic 3D models of the actor are created with the visual hull reconstruction technique, as discussed
in the previous section. The images from the fixed capture cameras are digitised and stored at full frame rate
for later off-line processing. The resulting real-time 3D model of the actor is then rendered together with the
virtual background of the set and any 3D animations. Any changes in positions of the props or the actors or the
camera framing can be made with the ‘director’s view’ tool and are stored into the shared 3D database for later
use in post-production.
The immersive actor feedback system works in parallel to the real-time modelling system. It is based on
standard data projectors driven from rendering PCs that project onto the special retro-reflective cloth without
interference with the chroma-keying facility, since the light from the LED rings dominates the projector light.
The head position of one actor is derived from the captured 3D model and used to synthesise view-dependent
images of the virtual scene for each projector. In fig. 3 the system is shown during a demo production that was
set in the entrance hall of the British Natural History Museum in London. The boy was watching a Pterosaur
flying through the entire length of the hall. Four projectors were used to generate this 180 o view of the hall and
the animation.
Each projector is driven by a separate PC. The entire system is distributed and build upon a CORBA
communication layer. Details of this architecture can be found in.8

3.2. Post-production phase
In the post-production phase the programme is rendered in final quality. That involves final adjustments of the
3D animations using the actual camera footage and the dynamic 3D actor models. Due to the fact that the
animators can use the shared 3D database that has already built up through the planning and on-set phase the
animation work is much more effective than starting from scratch as is the case in a conventional production
flow.
†

Props are additional items, like furniture on set

Figure 3. Projection system.

4. RESULTS
The techniques discussed in this paper have been tested in a demo production. For this purpose 3D models of the
entrance and the main hall of the Natural History Museum in London were produced by one of the ORIGAMI
partners (MIP University of Kiel). These have been used for planning and as background models in a few final
scenes of a short demonstration video.
The foreground action was recorded in the experimental studio of BBC R&D using the techniques described
in this paper. Fig. 4 shows one frame of the final demonstration video showing a boy watching a Pterosaur,
animated by another project partner (Framestore CFC) flying through the entrance hall. Due to the previsualisation technique presented in section 3.1 (see fig. 3) the boy was able to keep perfect eye-contact with the
dinosaur in all takes. The director of the production could select the take based purely on artistic reasons.

Figure 4. Two frames from the final quality demonstration video.

The figs. 5 and 6 show results of the 3D visual hull reconstruction. In fig. 5 (left) a conventional hierarchical
octree-based method was applied to the silhouettes from 12 cameras. The voxel resolution was 128x128x128 or
approximately 3 cm voxel length. The generated 3D surface description consists of nearly 17,000 triangles.
The picture in the middle of fig. 5 shows the result of our new super-sampling (one additional super-sampling
level) technique that provides the same voxel grid resolution and the roughly the same number of triangles. It
can be observed that the reconstruction is smoother and the back-projected model fits better to the original
silhouette.

Figure 5. Results of the visual hull computation using standard octree (left), super-sampling (middle) and additional
smoothing (right).

The right picture of fig. 5 shows the super-sampled reconstruction applied with a Gaussian smoothing and
triangle reduction to 3000 triangles. This model was then textured and imported to a standard animation
package (Softimage|XSI) to render the final image quality, including shadows, as depicted in fig. 6.

Figure 6. Models integrated into virtual background.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This contribution described techniques for 3D modelling and sensing of dynamic studio scenes and different
visualisation techniques for the production of special effects. These were then used in an improved production
pipeline.
The main concept of the new production pipeline is the use of a shared 3D database that is used and edited
through the different production stages. The use of 3D data in the planning phase is already useful, because it
allows the simulation of different camera perspectives and positions of actors and props.
For the on-set phase 3D animations are added. The new feedback system for the director allows decisions
to be made on-set and the 3D database to be further refined. The actor feedback module gives the performing
artists a fully bi-directional interaction with the virtual world and solves current weaknesses of virtual production
techniques, like the important eye-line problem.
A recent demo production has shown the value of these tools for the on-set work and also showed that the
post-production work benefits from the acquired 3D data.
Moreover the dynamic 3D modelling techniques developed have been used in post-production to achieve new
effects, like full optical integration of real actors with virtual backgrounds (shadow casting and reception) and
fully free selectable camera viewpoint (virtual crane moves or ‘The Matrix’ style effects).
Although the usefulness of a 3D production pipeline has been shown, there is currently no integrated framework that allows the 3D data set to be passed through the entire production chain. Instead a number of separate
tools exist. A better integration of the different production phases has to be addressed by future work.
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